Midas Golden Touch Game Rules
Note: The Midas Golden Touch video slot is referred to as Midas Golden Touch, The Game or Game.
1. Midas Golden Touch is a 3x5 video slot 15 fixed pay lines with multiplier wilds and a Bonus game
with sticky win feature. The theoretical return to player is 96.1%.
2. A game round is started with the action button and plays the game with the selected bet level.
3. Auto play plays the game automatically for the number of game rounds selected in the auto play
page.
4. All game payout and win combinations are paid out according to the pay table.
5. All pay line wins during a game round are added and presented at the end of the game round.
6. All wins are presented and paid out in the selected currency.
7. Only the longest win per pay line is paid out in combinations according to the pay table.
8. The wild symbols substitutes for any other symbol except the scatter symbol.
Any pay line including a wild symbol will have a multiplier based on the number of wilds included in
the pay line.
1 wild symbol in a pay line grants 2x multiplier
2 wild symbols in a pay line grants an 4x multiplier
3 wild symbols in a pay line grants an 8x multiplier
4 wild symbols in a pay line grants a 16x multiplier
5 wilds in a pay line grants a 32x multiplier

9. 3 or more scatter symbols trigger the bonus game, the number of spins depends on the number of
scatter symbols in the spin.
10. In the bonus game any win triggers a sticky respin feature, during the respin feature any winning
symbols in a win line will be locked and the remainder of the symbols will respin. The respin feature
continues until no additional winning symbols are locked.
In the bonus game a single random wild is placed on the reels at the beginning of each free spin.
11. No bets can be altered during a game round.
12. In the event of game malfunction all affected bets and pays are discharged.
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